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QUESTION 1

-- Exhibit -[edit security idp] 

user@srx# show | no-more 

idp-policy basic {

 rulebase-ips {

 rule 1 {

 match { 

from-zone untrust; 

source-address any; 

to-zone trust; 

destination-address any; 

application default; 

attacks { 

custom-attacks data-inject; 

}

 }

 then { 

action { 

recommended; 

} 

notification { 

log-attacks; } } } } } 

active-policy basic; 

custom-attack data-inject { recommended-action close; severity critical; attack-type {

 signature {

 context mssql-query;

 pattern "SELECT * FROM accounts";

 direction client-to-server;
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 }

 } } -- Exhibit -

You have configured the custom attack signature shown in the exhibit. This configuration is valid, but you 

want to improve the efficiency and performance of your IDP. 

Which two commands should you use? (Choose two.) 

A. set custom attack data-inject recommended-action drop 

B. set custom-attack data-inject attack-type signature protocol-binding tcp 

C. set idp-policy basic rulebase-ips rule 1 match destination-address webserver 

D. set idp-policy basic rulebase-ips rule 1 match application any 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which problem is introduced by setting the terminal parameter on an IPS rule? 

A. The SRX device will stop IDP processing for future sessions. 

B. The SRX device might detect more false positives. 

C. The SRX device will terminate the session in which the terminal rule detected the attack. 

D. The SRX device might miss attacks. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Click the Exhibit button. 

According to the log shown in the exhibit, you notice that the IPsec session is not establishing. What are two reasons for
this behavior? (Choose two.) 

Exhibit: 

A. mismatched preshared key 

B. mismatched proxy ID 
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C. incorrect peer address 

D. mismatched peer ID 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two configuration components are required for enabling transparent mode on an SRX device? (Choose two.) 

A. IRB 

B. bridge domain 

C. interface family bridge 

D. interface family ethernet-switching 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

A branch SRX Series device in flow mode is forwarding between two virtual routers using a paired set of logical tunnel
interfaces. You have a server connected to one virtual router and the client is on the other virtual router. 

How many security policies are needed to connect from the client to the server across the logical tunnel link? 

A. 0 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 1 

Correct Answer: D 
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